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Abstract—Person re-identification (Re-ID) via gait features within 3D skeleton sequences is a newly-emerging topic with several
advantages. Existing solutions either rely on hand-crafted descriptors or supervised gait representation learning. This paper proposes
a self-supervised gait encoding approach that can leverage unlabeled skeleton data to learn gait representations for person Re-ID.
Specifically, we first create self-supervision by learning to reconstruct unlabeled skeleton sequences reversely, which involves richer
high-level semantics to obtain better gait representations. Other pretext tasks are also explored to further improve self-supervised
learning. Second, inspired by the fact that motion’s continuity endows adjacent skeletons in one skeleton sequence and temporally
consecutive skeleton sequences with higher correlations (referred as locality in 3D skeleton data), we propose a locality-aware
attention mechanism and a locality-aware contrastive learning scheme, which aim to preserve locality-awareness on intra-sequence
level and inter-sequence level respectively during self-supervised learning. Last, with context vectors learned by our locality-aware
attention mechanism and contrastive learning scheme, a novel feature named Constrastive Attention-based Gait Encodings (CAGEs)
is designed to represent gait effectively. Empirical evaluations show that our approach significantly outperforms skeleton-based
counterparts by 15-40% Rank-1 accuracy, and it even achieves superior performance to numerous multi-modal methods with extra
RGB or depth information. Our codes are available at https://github.com/Kali-Hac/Locality-Awareness-SGE.
Index Terms—Skeleton Based Person Re-Identification; Gait; Self-Supervised Deep Learning; Locality-Aware Attention; Contrastive
Learning
F
1 INTRODUCTION
T HE goal of person re-identification (Re-ID) is to re-identifythe same person in a different scene or view. It plays a
pivotal role in various applications like security authentication,
human tracking, and role-based activity understanding [1]–[10].
To perform person Re-ID effectively, gait is one of the most useful
human body clues, and it has aroused a growing interest in the
research community since gait can be collected by unobtrusive
methods without cooperative subjects [11]. Physiological and
psychological studies [12], [13] reveal that human individuals
behave differently when walking, and they are endowed with some
relatively stable gait patterns (e.g., stride length, angles of body
joints). Such unique gait patterns are usually highly valuable for
high-level tasks like gait recognition [14] and person Re-ID [15].
To perform gait analysis, gait is typically described by two
types of methods: (1) Appearance-based methods [16]–[23],
which leverage human silhouettes from aligned image sequences
to depict gait. However, an important flaw of this type of methods
is its vulnerability to body shape changes and appearance changes.
(2) Model-based methods [14], [15], [24]–[26], which model gait
by human body structure and motion of body joints. Unlike
appearance-based methods, model-based methods are invariant to
factors like scale and view [27]. Therefore, model-based methods
possess better robustness in practice. Among various models,
3D skeleton model describes humans by the 3D coordinates of
numerous key body joints, and it can often be used as a highly
efficient representation of human body structure and motion [28].
3D skeleton data are easily accessible with popular devices like
Kinect [29], and they enjoy several prominent advantages when
compared with frequently-seen RGB or depth data. For example,
3D skeleton data are much less likely to be interfered by illu-
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Fig. 1. Gait-based person Re-ID using 3D skeleton data.
mination changes than RGB data, and they enjoy much smaller
data size and less information redundancy than depth data [28].
Therefore, exploiting 3D skeleton data to perform gait analysis
for downstream tasks like person Re-ID (illustrated in Fig. 1) is
an attractive and promising solution with increasing popularity
[14]. Nevertheless, the way to extract or learn discriminative gait
features from 3D skeleton data remains to be an open problem.
For this purpose, most existing works like [15], [30] resort to
hand-crafted skeleton feature descriptors. They typically focus on
describing human bodies in terms of geometric, morphological,
and anthropometric attributes, and then extracting corresponding
features from 3D skeleton data. However, hand-crafted feature
engineering is usually complicated and tedious. For instance, the
method in [15] requires defining 80 skeleton descriptors from
the views of anthropometric and gait attributes for person Re-ID.
Besides, such methods also heavily rely on domain knowledge like
human anatomy [31], thus lacking the ability to mine useful latent
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2gait features beyond human comprehension. Motivated by the
limitations of hand-crafted skeleton descriptors and the remarkable
success achieved by recent deep neural networks (DNNs), few
recent works like [32] resort to DNNs to learn gait representa-
tions automatically. However, the gait encoding process of such
methods unexceptionally follows the classic supervised learning
paradigm, which requires the discriminative information from
labeled 3D skeleton data. As a consequence, they cannot utilize
unlabeled skeleton data directly for automatic gait encoding.
This paper for the first time proposes a 3D skeleton based
person Re-ID approach guided by self-supervision and locality-
awareness, and it realizes highly effective gait encoding with
unlabeled 3D skeleton sequence data. By first creating self-
supervision signals for gait encoding, our approach not only makes
it possible to learn gait representations from unlabeled skeleton
data, but also prompts learning richer high-level semantics (e.g.,
sequence order, body part motion) and more discriminative gait
features. To be more specific, we propose to leverage the reverse
reconstruction of skeleton sequences as a primary self-supervised
learning objective. Meanwhile, we also explore other pretext
tasks and utilize them to further enhance self-supervised learning.
Second, we notice that 3D skeleton sequences are endowed with a
property named locality: The continuity of human motion usually
induces very small pose/skeleton changes in a local temporal
interval [33]. As a result, for each skeleton in a skeleton sequence,
its adjacent skeletons have higher correlations to itself, which is
referred as intra-sequence locality. Similarly, we also define inter-
sequence locality, which suggests that two temporally consecutive
3D skeleton sequences also enjoy higher relevance. To this end,
we propose to incorporate locality-awareness to enable better 3D
skeleton reconstruction and gait encoding during self-supervised
learning. Accordingly, during the gait encoding process, we pro-
pose a novel locality-aware attention mechanism and locality-
aware contrasitive learning scheme to preserve locality on the
intra-sequence and inter-sequence level respectively. Last, based
on the proposed locality-aware attention mechanism and locality-
aware contrastive learning, we devise a novel method to construct
our gait representations, which are named Contrastive Attention-
based Gait Encodings (CAGEs), from the learned model. Our
empirical evaluations demonstrate that CAGEs, which can be
learned without any skeleton label, can be directly applied to
person Re-ID and achieve highly competitive performance.
A preliminary version of this work was reported in [34].
Compared with [34], this work not only systematically explores
the design of self-supervised learning objective for 3D skeleton
sequences with more pretext tasks, but also extends the conception
of locality from the intra-sequence level to the inter-sequence level
by devising the locality-aware contrastive learning. To our knowl-
edge, this is also the first attempt that explores the contrastive
learning technique for learning discriminative gait features. On the
foundation of those improvements, this work also improves earlier
gait features proposed in [34] into the more effective gait features
CAGEs. To validate those improvements, this work carries out
more extensive experiments and detailed discussions on three
public Re-ID datasets and a new multi-view Re-ID dataset [35].
To sum up, our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a new self-supervised learning paradigm for
the gait encoding of 3D skeleton based person Re-ID. The
proposed paradigm enables us to yield more effective gait
representations from unlabeled 3D skeleton sequences by
learning a reverse sequential skeleton reconstruction.
• We explore other possible forms of pretext tasks for the
proposed self-supervised learning paradigm, and showcase
their effectiveness in further strengthening gait encoding.
• We devise a locality-aware attention mechanism to exploit
the intra-sequence locality within skeletons of one skeleton
sequence, so as to facilitate better skeleton reconstruction
and gait encoding during the self-supervised learning.
• We propose a locality-aware contrastive learning scheme
to preserve the inter-sequence locality among temporally
adjacent 3D skeleton sequences, which is able to encour-
age better gait encoding on the sequence level.
• We propose a new method to construct our gait representa-
tions (CAGEs) from the learned model. CAGEs are shown
to be highly effective for person Re-ID.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 introduces
relevant works in the literature. Sec. 3 elucidates each module of
the proposed approach. Sec. 4 presents the details of experiments,
and extensively compares our approach with existing solutions.
Sec. 5 provides ablation studies and comprehensive discussions
on the proposed approach. Sec. 6 concludes this paper.
2 RELATED WORKS
2.1 Person Re-Identification
Skeleton-based person Re-ID. As an emerging topic, most
existing works extract hand-crafted features to depict certain geo-
metric, morphological or anthropometric attributes of 3D skeleton
data. Barbosa et al. [30] compute 7 Euclidean distances between
the floor plane and joint or the joint pair to construct a distance
matrix, which is learned by a quasi-exhaustive strategy to per-
form person Re-ID. Munaro et al. [36] further extend them to
13 skeleton descriptors (D13) and use support vector machine
(SVM) and k-nearest neighbor (KNN) for classification. In [37],
16 Euclidean distances between body joints (D16) are fed to an
Adaboost classifier for Re-ID. Since existing solutions that use
features from 3D skeletons alone usually perform unsatisfactorily,
features from other modalities (e.g., 3D point clouds [38], 3D
face descriptor [37]) are often used to enhance the performance.
Meanwhile, few recent works exploit supervised deep learning
models to learn gait representations from skeleton data: In [39],
a Time based Graph (TG) LSTM model is proposed for human
recognition based on skeletal graphs that are transformed from
binary images. [32] utilizes long short-term memory (LSTM) [40]
to model temporal dynamics of body joints to perform person
Re-ID; The latest work from Liao et al. [14] propose PoseGait,
which feeds 81 hand-crafted pose features of 3D skeleton data
into convolutional neural networks (CNN) for human recognition.
Our work differs from previous skeleton-based works in fol-
lowing aspects: (1) We propose a novel self-supervised approach
to encode discriminative gait features from unlabeled 3D skeleton
data. We do NOT need to extract hand-crafted features like [30],
[36], [37] or use identity labels to supervise gait representation
learning [14], [32], [39]. In this work, the reverse skeleton re-
construction is proposed as the major pretext task to capture
high-level semantics like skeleton motion patterns in unlabeled
skeleton data, which facilitates us to yield more effective gait
representations. (2) The property of locality induced by motion’s
continuity is exploited for better gait encoding: We propose the
locality-aware attention mechanism and locality-aware contrastive
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Fig. 2. Flow diagram of our model: (1) Gait Encoder (yellow) encodes each skeleton frame SIt into an encoded gait state ht. (2) Locality-aware
attention mechanism (green) first computes the basic attention alignment score at(·), so as to measure the content-based correlation between each
encoded gait state and the d coded gait state hˆt from Gait Decoder (purple). Then, the locality mask lt(·) provides an objective a˜t(·)=at(·) lt(·),
which guides our model to learn locality-aware alignment scores at(·) by the locality-aware attention alignment loss LA. Next, h1 · · ·hf are
weighted by at(·) to comput the cont xt vector ct. ct and hˆt are fed into the concatenation layer fatt(·) to produce an attentional state vector
ht. Finally, ht is fed into the full connected layer fF (·) to output tth skeleton St and Gait Decoder for later decoding. (3) ct is used to build
Attention-based Gait Encodings (AGE ) vt, which are concatenated and fed into fC(·) to perform locality-aware contrastive learning (red). (4) The
Contrastive Attention-based Gait Encodings (CAGEs) vt learned by contrastive learning are fed into a recognition network for person Re-ID (blue).
learning scheme to preserve intra-sequence and inter-sequence
locality embedded in 3D skeleton sequences respectively. To our
best knowledge, this is also the first attempt to leverage attention
mechanism and contrastive learning to realize gait encoding.
Depth-based and multi-modal person Re-ID. Depth-based
methods typically exploit human shapes or silhouettes from depth
images to extract gait features for person Re-ID. For example,
Sivapalan et al. [21] extend the Gait Energy Image (GEI) [20] to
3D domain and propose Gait Energy Volume (GEV) algorithm
based on depth images to perform gait-based human recognition.
3D point clouds from depth data are also pervasively used to
estimate body shape and motion trajectories. Munaro et al. [36]
propose point cloud matching (PCM) to compute the distances of
multi-view point cloud sets, so as to discriminate different persons.
Haque et al. [32] adopt 3D LSTM to model motion dynamics of
3D point clouds for person Re-ID. As to multi-modal methods,
they usually combine skeleton-based features with extra RGB
or depth information (e.g., depth shape features based on point
clouds [38], [41], [42]) to boost Re-ID performance. In [43], CNN-
LSTM with reinforced temporal attention (RTA) is proposed for
person Re-ID based on a split-rate RGB-depth transfer approach.
2.2 Contrastive Learning
Recent years witness a surging popularity of contrastive learning
in the unsupervised learning field [44]–[47]. It aims to learn
effective data representations by separating positive pairs from
negative pairs with contrastive losses, which measure the similar-
ity of sample pairs in a latent representation space, and they are
often combined with various pretext tasks to enhance unsupervised
learning. To name a few, Wu et al. [45] propose an instance-level
discrimination method based on exemplar related task [48] and
noise-contrastive estimation (NCE) [49]. Contrastive predictive
coding (CPC) [46] adopts the context auto-encoding task with
a probabilistic contrastive loss (InfoNCE) to learn representations
from different modalities. Many previous works [47], [50], [51]
adopt the memory bank [45] to store the representation vectors
of samples in the dataset, while some recent advances [52]–[54]
explore the use of in-batch samples for negative sampling instead
of a memory bank. A latest contrastive learning framework is
SimCLR [54], which is highly efficient for unsupervised visual
representation learning and inspires our work for 3D skeleton.
Our work differs from previous studies in the following as-
pects: (1) The proposed locality-aware contrastive learning scheme
is proposed to incorporate the inter-sequence locality into the
gait encoding process, during which the sequence-level repre-
sentation of 3D skeleton sequence is viewed as an instance in
contrastive learning. (2) The goal of locality-aware contrastive
learning scheme is to maximize the agreement between adjacent
sequences that enjoy higher correlations. Different from [54], [55]
that use augmented samples of images as contrastive instances, we
exploit consecutive and non-consecutive 3D skeleton sequences as
positive and negative pairs respectively for contrastive learning.
3 THE PROPOSED APPROACH
Suppose that a skeleton sequence S = (S1, · · · , Sf ) contains
f consecutive skeleton frames, where Si ∈ RJ×3 contains 3D
coordinates of J body joints. The training set Φ = {S(i)}Ni=1
contains N skeleton sequences collected from different persons.
Each skeleton sequence S(i) corresponds to a label yi, where
yi ∈ {1, · · · , C} and C is the number of persons. Our goal is
to learn discriminative gait features v from S without using any
4label. Then, the effectiveness of learned features v can be validated
by using them to perform person Re-ID: Learned features and
labels are used to train a simple recognition network (note that
learned features v are frozen and NOT tuned by training at this
stage). The overview of the proposed approach is given in Fig. 2,
and we present details of each technical component below.
3.1 Self-Supervised Learning with 3D Skeletons
3.1.1 Reverse Reconstruction as Self-Supervision
To learn gait representations without labeled 3D skeleton se-
quences, we propose to introduce self-supervision by learning
to reconstruct input 3D skeleton sequences in a reverse order,
i.e., by taking the input skeleton sequence SI = (SI1, · · · , SIf ) =
(S1, · · · , Sf ) = S, we expect our model to output the sequence
Sˆ = (Sˆ1, · · · , Sˆf ) = (Sf , · · · , S1), which gives Sˆt = Sf−t+1.
Compared with the naı¨ve reconstruction that learns to recon-
struct exact inputs (SI 7−→ SI), the proposed learning objective
(SI 7−→ Sˆ) is combined with more high-level information (e.g.,
skeleton order in the sequence) that are meaningful to human
perception, which requires the model to capture richer high-level
semantics to achieve this learning objective. In this way, our model
is expected to learn more meaningful gait representations than
frequently-used plain reconstruction. Formally, given an input 3D
skeleton sequence, we use the encoder to encode each skeleton
frame SIt (t ∈ {1, · · · f}) and the previous step’s latent state ht−1
(if existed), which provides the temporal context information for
the gait encoding process, into the current latent state ht:
ht =
{
φE
(
SI1
)
if t = 1
φE
(
ht−1, SIt
)
if t > 1
(1)
where ht ∈ RK , φE(·) denotes our Gait Encoder (GE). GE is
built with an LSTM, which aims to capture long-term temporal
dynamics of skeleton sequences. h1, · · · ,hf denote the encoded
gait states that contain preliminary gait encoding information. In
the training phase, encoded gait states are decoded by a Gait
Decoder (GD) that aims to output the target sequence Sˆ, and the
decoding process is performed below (see Fig. 2):
(hˆt, St) =
{
φD (hf ,x1) if t = 1
φD
(
hˆt−1,xt−1,ht−1
)
if t > 1
(2)
where φD(·) denotes the GD. GD consists of an LSTM and a
fully connected (FC) layer that outputs those joint coordinates of
a 3D skeleton. hˆt∈ RK refers to the tth decoded gait state, i.e.,
the latent state output by GD’s LSTM to generate the tth skeleton
St. xt is the tth auxiliary input for training. When the decoding
is initialized (t = 1), we feed x1 =Z ∈ RJ , which is an all-0
skeleton placeholder, and the final encoded gait state hf into GD
to decode the first skeleton. Afterwards, to generate tth skeleton
St, φD(·) takes three inputs from the (t− 1)th decoding step:
decoded gait state hˆt−1, the auxiliary skeleton input xt−1= Sˆt−1
(the ground-truth skeleton of the previous time step) that enables
better convergence, and the attentional state vector ht−1 that
fuses encoding and decoding information based on the proposed
attention mechanism, which will be elaborated in Sec. 3.2. In this
way, we define the objective function LS for self-supervision,
which minimizes the mean square errors (MSE) between a target
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagrams of three pretext tasks: Reverse reconstruc-
tion (top), prediction (middle), sorting (bottom). The original sequence
S = (S1, · · · , Sf ) is the input (SI1, · · · , SIf ) for reverse reconstruction
and prediction, and a random shuffle of S is the input for sorting.
sequence Sˆ and an output sequence S:
LS =
f∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
(Sij − Sˆij)2 (3)
where Sij , Sˆij represent the jth joint position of the ith output or
target skeleton. In the testing phase, to test the reconstruction abil-
ity of our model, it should be noted that we use the output skeleton
St−1 rather than the target skeleton Sˆt−1 as the auxiliary input to
φD in the t > 1 case, i.e., xt−1 = St−1. To facilitate training,
our implementation actually optimizes Eq. 3 on each individual
dimension of the skeleton’s 3D coordinates: S[d] 7−→Sˆ[d], where
d ∈ {X,Y, Z} corresponds to a certain dimension of the 3D data
space, and S[d], Sˆ
[d] ∈ Rf×J .
3.1.2 Other Pretext Tasks for Self-Supervision
Our self-supervised gait encoding approach can also be equipped
with other pretext tasks, which exploit different inputs SI and
learning targets Sˆ to provide self-supervision for gait encoding
of 3D skeleton sequences. To this end, we design two ad-
ditional pretext tasks in this work: (1) Future skeleton frame
prediction (“Prediction”). As shown in Fig. 3, the prediction
task takes the original skeleton sequence as the input, namely
(SI1, · · · , SIf ) = (S1, · · · , Sf ), and the learning goal is to predict
the next f skeleton frames: (Sˆ1, · · · , Sˆf ) = (Sf+1, · · · , S2f ).
The motivation of this task is that the model must capture
key motion patterns in a skeleton sequence to predict unseen
future skeletons, and learning to acquire such inference ability
enables the model to mine more latent gait features. (2) Skeleton
sequence sorting (“Sorting”). The sorting task attempts to sort a
randomly shuffled 3D skeleton sequence S back to the original se-
quence. Specifically, the input is (SI1, · · · , SIf ) = (Sr1 , · · · , Srf )
(r1, · · · , rf ∈ {1, · · · , f} are shuffled indexes), and the target
sequence is (Sˆ1, · · · , Sˆf ) = (S1, · · · , Sf ). In this way, it enables
the model to learn the inherent temporal coherence embedded in
skeleton sequences during gait encoding. Besides, it is easy to
know that reverse reconstruction is a special case of sorting. As a
comparison, sorting is usually more difficult for the model, since
a random shuffle often removes the sequence order information
5completely. By contrast, reverse reconstruction still retains the
sequence order information at inputs, which makes it possible to
utilize the locality property discussed in Sec. 3.2.
For those new pretext tasks of self-supervised learning, we
can still leverage the same model structure while changing the
inputs SI, targets Sˆ, and auxiliary input x accordingly during
training: For prediction and sorting, we alternate the auxiliary
input from xt = Sˆt (the ground-truth skeleton) to xt = St
(the predicted skeleton) in the t > 1 case, and in the testing
phase we keep the auxiliary inputs unchanged. For prediction,
we also test the half-prediction case (i.e., target sequence is
Sˆ = (S f
2+1
, · · · , S 3f
2
)), which is shown to yield better gait
representations for person Re-ID than the full-prediction (see
supplementary material). Our later experiments compare the gait
features learned by different pretext tasks for person Re-ID, and
the results demonstrate that the proposed reverse reconstruction
achieves the best performance (see Sec. 4.4), which explains
the center role of reverse reconstruction in the proposed self-
supervised gait encoding approach. However, our experiments also
show that gait features learned by other pretext tasks can be readily
combined with features learned by reverse reconstruction (referred
as the “Rev. Rec.” configuration in later experiments) to further
improve Re-ID performance. Based on such an observation, we
propose the “Rev. Rec. Plus” configuration that synthesizes gait
features learned from all three pretext tasks for person Re-ID (see
Sec. 5.2.1). Consequently, the exploration of more specific pretext
tasks will be beneficial to our self-supervised skeleton sequence
learning paradigm.
3.2 Locality-Aware Attention Mechanism
As learning gait features essentially requires capturing motion
patterns from 3D skeleton sequences, it is instinctive to consider a
natural property of motion–continuity. The continuity of motion
ensures that those skeletons in a small temporal interval will
NOT undergo drastic changes, thus resulting in higher correlations
among adjacent skeletons in a local context of the skeleton
sequence. This property is referred as intra-sequence locality
here. Due to such intra-sequence locality, when reconstructing a
certain skeleton in a sequence, we expect our model to pay more
attention to its neighboring skeletons that are located in the same
local temporal context. To this end, we propose a locality-aware
attention mechanism, the details of which are presented below.
3.2.1 Basic Attention Alignment
We first introduce Basic Attention (BA) alignment [56] to measure
the content (i.e., latent state) based correlations between the input
sequence and the output sequence. As shown in Fig. 2, at the
tth decoding step, we compute the BA Alignment Scores (BAS)
between hˆt and the encoded gait state hj (j ∈ {1, . . . , f}):
at(j) = align
(
hˆt,hj
)
=
exp
(
hˆt
>
hj
)
∑f
i=1 exp
(
hˆt
>
hi
) (4)
BAS aims to focus on those more correlative skeletons in the
encoding stage, and provides preliminary attention weights for
skeleton decoding. However, BA alignment only considers the
content based correlations and does not explicitly take the intra-
sequence locality into consideration, which motivates us to design
the locality mask and locality-aware attention alignment below.
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Fig. 4. Visualization of the BAS (left) and LAS (right) attention matri-
ces that represent average attention alignment scores. Note that the
abscissa and ordinate denote indices of input skeletons and output
skeletons respectively.
3.2.2 Locality Mask
The motivation to design locality mask is to incorporate intra-
sequence locality directly into the gait encoding process for better
skeleton reconstruction. As the goal is to decode the tth skeleton
St as Sˆt, we consider those skeletons in the local temporal context
of Spt to be highly correlated to St, where pt = f − t + 1
(note that we use the reverse reconstruction). To describe the local
context centered at Spt , we define an attentional window [pt −
D, pt+D], where D is a selected integer to control the attentional
range. Since the locality will favor temporal positions near pt (i.e.,
closer positions are more correlative), a direct solution is to place
a Gaussian distribution centered around pt as the locality mask:
lt(j) = exp
(
− (j − pt)
2
2σ2
)
(5)
where we empirically set σ = D2 , j is a position within the
window centered at pt. We can weight BAS by this locality mask
to compute Masked BA Alignment Scores (MBAS) below, which
directly forces alignment scores to obtain locality:
a˜t(j) = lt(j) · at(j) (6)
Besides, the locality mask is only valid for sequential reconstruc-
tion, so it cannot be directly combined with sorting or prediction.
This is exactly an advantage of the reverse reconstruction task.
3.2.3 Locality-Aware Attention Alignment
Despite that the locality mask is straightforward to yield the intra-
sequence locality, it is a very coarse solution that brutally con-
strains the alignment scores. Therefore, instead of using MBAS
(a˜t(j)) directly, we propose the Locality-aware Attention (LA)
alignment. Specifically, an LA alignment loss term LA is used to
encourage LA alignment to learn similar locality like a˜t(j):
LA =
f∑
t=1
f∑
j=1
(at(j)− a˜t(j))2 (7)
By adding the loss term LA, we can obtain LA Alignment Scores
(LAS). Note that in Eq. 4, the final learned at(j) is BAS. For
clarity, we use at(j) to represent LAS learned by Eq. (7). With
the guidance of LA, our model learns to allocate more attention
to the local temporal context by itself rather than using a hard
locality mask. To utilize alignment scores to yield an attention-
weighted encoded gait state at the tth step, we can calculate the
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Fig. 5. Reconstruction loss curves when using no attention, BAS, MBAS
or LAS for skeleton reconstruction (note that here we compare different
attention mechanisms without using contrastive learning).
context vector ct by a sum of weighted encoded gait states:
ct =
f∑
j=1
at(j)hj (8)
Note that the context vector ct can also be computed with BAS
or MBAS. ct provides a synthesized gait encoding that is more
relevant to hˆt, which facilitates the reconstruction of tth skeleton.
To combine both encoding and decoding information for reverse
reconstruction, we use a concatenation layer fatt(·) that combines
ct and hˆt into an attentional state vector ht:
ht = fatt(ct, hˆt) = tanh(W att[ct; hˆt]) (9)
where W att represents the learnable weight matrix in the layer.
Finally, we generate the joint coordinates of tth output skeleton
by the FC layer fF (·) of the GD:
St = fF
(
ht
)
= W Fht (10)
where W F is the weights to be learned in this FC layer.
3.2.4 Analysis on Different Attention Mechanisms
First, to provide a more intuitive impression of the proposed
locality-aware attention mechanism, we visualize the BAS and
LAS attention matrices, which are formed by the average align-
ment scores computed with the f = 6 skeleton sequence on
dimension X (explained in Sec. 3.1.1) as an example. As shown
by Fig. 4, LA alignment significantly improves the locality of
learned alignment scores: It can be observed that relatively large
alignment scores are densely distributed near the clinodiagonal
line of the attention matrix (note that when reverse reconstruction
is performed, the clinodiagonal line reflects each skeletons’ corre-
lations to themselves), which means temporally adjacent skeletons
are assigned with larger attention than those comparatively remote
skeletons. By contrast, despite that BA alignment also learns
locality to a certain extent, BA’s alignment weights exhibit a much
more uniform distribution and many non-adjacent skeletons are
also given large alignment scores. Similar trends are also observed
when learning on dimension Y and Z . Such observations justify
LAS’s effectiveness to encourage intra-sequence locality.
Second, to illustrate how different attention mechanisms con-
tribute to the self-supervised learning goal, i.e. the reverse recon-
struction of 3D skeleton sequences, we visualize the corresponding
reconstruction loss during training in four cases: No attention
mechanism, BAS, MBAS and LAS. As shown by Fig. 5, it can
be observed that training with LAS converges at a faster speed
with a smaller reconstruction loss, which justifies our intuition
that exploiting locality will facilitate the reverse reconstruction.
Interestingly, we observe that using the locality mask directly in
fact does not benefit the reduction of reconstruction loss, which
also indicates that learning is a better way to accomplish intra-
sequence locality than imposing a hard locality mask.
3.2.5 Attention-based Gait Encodings
Instead of simply fulfilling the pretext tasks, the ultimate goal here
is to learn good gait features to conduct effective person Re-ID.
Thus, we need to extract certain 3D skeleton sequence embeddings
from the internal layers of neural networks to construct gait repre-
sentations. Unlike traditional LSTM based methods that basically
rely on the last hidden state to compress the temporal dynamics
of a sequence [57], we recall that the dynamic context vector ct
learned from the attention mechanism integrates the key encoded
gait states of input skeletons and retains crucial spatio-temporal
information to recover target skeleton sequences. Hence, we utilize
them instead of the last hidden state to build the preliminary gait
representations–Attention-based Gait Encodings (AGEs). Specifi-
cally, skeleton-level AGE (vt) is defined as follows:
vt = [c
X
t ; c
Y
t ; c
Z
t ] (11)
where cdt denotes the context vector computed on dimension
d ∈ {X,Y, Z} at the tth step of decoding. As reported in our
earlier work [34], AGEs can be directly utilized to perform person
Re-ID. However, AGEs only incorporate the locality on the intra-
sequence level, i.e., among different skeletons in one 3D skeleton
sequence. They do not consider the relationship between different
3D skeleton sequences on the inter-sequence level, which can
also be involved to improve the gait representation learning. This
motivates us to propose the Locality-aware Contrastive Learning
(LCL) scheme below, so as to further encourage the inter-sequence
locality among different skeleton sequences. Besides, since LCL
is still performed on each individual dimension and AGEs will
be further tuned by LCL, we use a slightly abused notation by
defining vt = cdt in the next section, where d ∈ {X,Y, Z}.
3.3 Locality-Aware Contrastive Learning Scheme
Similar to intra-sequence locality among skeletons in a sequence,
we can also assume that consecutive skeleton sequences in a local
temporal context are more likely to share similar gait representa-
tions than those non-consecutive ones. Such relationship among
different 3D skeleton sequences (referred as inter-sequence local-
ity) can be exploited to enhance self-supervised gait encoding. To
this end, we propose a Locality-aware Contrastive Learning (LCL)
scheme to impose inter-sequence locality on skeleton sequences.
3.3.1 Skeleton Sequence Contrastive Learning
To compute the correlations between skeleton sequences and learn
the inter-sequence locality, we first construct sequence-level gait
representations by concatenating skeleton-level AGEs as follows:
V (i) = [v1;v2; . . . ;vt] (12)
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Fig. 6. Skeleton reconstruction loss when using no attention, BAS,
MBAS or LAS for skeleton reconstruction. The comparison between
applying LCL (“LCL”) and not applying LCL (“No LCL”) is reported.
where V (i) denotes attention-based gait encodings of the ith
skeleton sequence S(i) in the training set Φ. Here we adopt the
same setting in [54] to improve representation learning: We first
use a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with one hidden layer to map
V (i) to the contrasting space where the contrastive loss is applied:
zi = fC
(
V (i)
)
= W 2σ
(
W 1V (i)
)
(13)
where zi ∈ RK is the representation of ith skeleton sequence
in the contrasting space. fC(·) is the function that denotes the
MLP layer for contrastive learning. σ is the non-linear activation
function like ReLU. W 1 and W 2 are weights to be learned in
the MLP layer. The LCL scheme contrasts the similarity between
representations (zi) of different skeleton sequences. During the
training stage of LCL scheme, each batch of skeleton sequences
{S(k)}nk=1 is drawn without random shuffle from the training
subset Φi (i ∈ {1, · · · , C}) that corresponds to the ith person,
and Φ = {Φ1, · · ·ΦC}. Next, we define two consecutive skeleton
sequences of the same person as a positive pair, while two non-
consecutive skeleton sequences in the batch are defined as a
negative pair. Given a positive skeleton sequence pair S(i) and
S(j) from {S(k)}nk=1, the LCL scheme aims to maximize the
agreement between representations of S(i) and S(j). We define
the loss function below for a positive sequence pair and summarize
the entire LCL scheme in Algorithm 1:
`(i, j) = − log exp (sim (zi, zj) /τ)∑2n−2
k=1 1[k 6=i] exp (sim (zi, zk) /τ)
(14)
where sim(zi, zj) = z>i zj/‖zi‖‖zj‖ denotes the cosine sim-
ilarity between two representation vectors zi and zj , τ denotes
the temperature parameter, and 1[k 6=i] ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator
function: 1[k 6=i] = 1 iff k 6= i. 2n − 2 is the number of samples
to contrast in a training batch. As presented in Algorithm 1, we
contrast every two sequences in a batch of size n (note that the
number of positive pairs is n − 1), and the final contrastive loss
LC is computed among all positive pairs.
3.3.2 Analysis on Locality-Aware Contrastive Learning
The proposed LCL aims to improve the learned gait representa-
tions AGEs. It is noted that AGEs are constructed with dynamic
context vectors of the model, and such context vectors actually
Algorithm 1 Main algorithm of LCL scheme
Input: Batch size n, temperature τ , gait encoding model φ, MLP
function fC for contrastive learning.
for a batch of consecutive sequences {S(k)}nk=1 do
for all k ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} do
V (k) = φ(S(k)) # gait representation
zk = fC(V
(k)) # map to contrasting space
V (k+1) = φ(S(k+1)) # S(k+1) and S(k) are adjacent
zk+n−1 = fC(V (k+1))
end for
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n− 2} and j ∈ {1, . . . , 2n− 2} do
αi,j =
z>i zj
τ‖zi‖‖zj‖ # similarity between sequences
end for
define `(i, j) = − log exp(αi,j)∑2n−2
k=1 1[k 6=i] exp(αi,k)
LC = 12n−2
∑n−1
k=1 [`(k, k+n−1) + `(k+n−1, k)]
update φ and fC to minimize LC
end for
return gait encoding model φ and fC
play a important role in carrying out the reverse reconstruction
of skeleton sequences. Hence, we can also visualize the final
reconstruction loss before and after the LCL scheme is applied to
improve the learned context vectors, so as to check whether it can
improve context vectors and enable better reverse reconstruction.
We compare two cases where LCL is applied and not applied (“No
LCL”). As shown in Fig. 6, it is found that the LCL constantly
enables the model to achieve lower reconstruction loss, regardless
of the used attention mechanism (no attention mechanism, BAS,
MBAS, LAS). These results indicate that the gait encoding model
with the LCL scheme can achieve better skeleton reconstruction,
and we will empirically demonstrate that gait features learned by
LCL can boost the person Re-ID performance as well in Sec. 5.1.
3.3.3 Contrastive Attention-based Gait Encodings
By applying the LCL scheme to sequence-level AGEs (Eq. 12),
we can incorporate the inter-sequence locality and tune AGEs
into the final gait representations named Contrastive Attention-
based Gait Encodings (CAGEs), which preserve locality by both
locality-aware attention mechanism and LCL scheme:
S(i)
I7−→ AGEs(V (i)) II7−→ CAGEs(V (i)) (15)
where V
(i)
denotes CAGEs of the ith skeleton sequence S(i),
I and II are the learning process of locality-aware attention
mechanism and LCL scheme respectively. In this work, our model
performs I and II simultaneously at each training step, while we
conduct only I in [34]. Note that CAGEs are also built by dynamic
context vectors like AGEs in Eq. 11. For simplicity, we use V
to represent sequence-level CAGEs, and use vt to represent the
skeleton-level CAGE at the tth step of decoding here.
To perform person Re-ID, we use CAGEs to train a simple
recognition network fRN (·) that consists of a hidden layer and
a softmax layer. In particular, we explore two specific Re-ID
strategies: (1) Sequence-level Concatenation (SC): It directly uses
8sequence-level CAGEs V , which is the concatenation of skeleton-
level CAGEs ([v1;v2; . . . ;vf ]), to train the recognition network
and predict the sequence label fRN (V ;θr), where θr refers to
parameters of fRN (·). (2) Average Prediction (AP): It exploits
skeleton-level CAGEs to train the recognition network, and av-
erages the prediction of each skeleton-level CAGE fRN (vt;θr)
(t ∈ {1, · · · , f}) in a skeleton sequence to be the final sequence-
level prediction for person Re-ID. We compare AP and SC under
different pretext tasks and demonstrate that AP constantly achieves
better Re-ID performance than SC (see Sec. 5.2.1). Note that
during training, each skeleton in one sequence shares the same
skeleton sequence label yi. Besides, skeleton labels are only
used to train the recognition network, i.e., CAGEs are frozen
during training. Our later evaluations show that CAGEs, which are
learned with unlabeled 3D skeleton data only, are surprisingly dis-
criminative and produce remarkable person Re-ID performance.
3.4 The Entire Approach
As a summary, the computation flow of the entire approach during
self-supervised learning is h → hˆ → a → c → h → S. To
guide model training in the gait encoding process, we combine the
loss for self-supervision LS (Eq. 3), LA alignment loss LA (Eq.
7), and contrastive loss LC (Algorithm 1) as follows:
L = λSLS + λALA + λCLC + β ‖Θ‖22 (16)
where Θ denotes the parameters of the model, λS , λA, λC are
weight coefficients to trade off the importance of the loss for self-
supervision, LA alignment loss and contrastive loss. ‖Θ‖22 is L2
regularization. For the person Re-ID task, we employ standard
cross-entropy loss to train the recognition network with CAGEs.
4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Datasets
We evaluate our method on four public Re-ID datasets that provide
3D skeleton data: BIWI [36], IAS-Lab [58], KS20 VisLab Multi-
View Kinect Skeleton Dataset [35], and Kinect Gait Biometry
Dataset (KGBD) [15]. They collect skeleton data from 50, 11, 20
and 164 different individuals respectively (detailed in Table 1). We
follow the evaluation setup in [32], which is frequently used in the
literature: For BIWI, we use the full training set and the Walking
testing set that contains dynamic skeleton data; For IAS-Lab, we
use the full training set and two test splits, IAS-A and IAS-B; For
KGBD, since no training and testing splits are given, we randomly
leave one skeleton video of each person for testing and use the rest
of videos for training. For KS20, we design different split setup
to evaluate the multi-view Re-ID performance of our approach:
(1) Random Splits (RS): For each viewpoint, we randomly select
two skeleton videos for training and use the rest of videos for
testing. (2) Cross-View Splits (CVS): We test each viewpoint in
KS20 (including left lateral at 0◦, left diagonal at 30◦, frontal
at 90◦, right diagonal at 130◦, and right lateral at 180◦) and
use the remaining four viewpoints for training. For each original
skeleton sequence that corresponds to an individual person in the
dataset, we discard the first and last 10 skeleton frames to avoid
ineffective skeleton recording. Then, we spilt the given original
skeleton sequences in the dataset into multiple shorter skeleton
sequences (i.e., S(i)) with length f by a step of f2 , which aims
to obtain as many 3D skeleton sequences as possible to train our
model. Unless explicitly specified, the skeleton sequence S(i) in
TABLE 1
Statistics of different datasets. Note: “Walk” denotes the Walking
testing set of BIWI. “A/B” represents two testing sets of IAS-Lab.
KGBD BIWI(Walk) KS20 IAS-Lab(A/B)
# Unique Subjects 164 50(28) 20 11(11/11)
# Total Videos 822 50(28) 300 11(11/11)
# Videos/Classes 5 1(1) 15 1(1/1)
# Skeletons/Classes 2898 369(198) 537 690(657/729)
this paper refers to those split sequences used in learning, rather
than those original skeleton sequences provided by datasets.
4.2 Implementation Details
The number of body joints J is set to the maximum number on
all datasets: J = 20 for BIWI, IAS-Lab, KGBD datasets and
J = 25 for KS20 dataset. The sequence length f is empirically
set to 6, since in general this frequently-used value can already
produce satisfactory performance on different datasets. To learn
the locality-aware attention for the whole sequence, the attentional
range D of LA is set to 6. We use a 2-layer LSTM with
K = 256 hidden units per layer for both GE and GD (detailed
in supplementary material). The number of neurons in the hidden
layer of fC(·) is set to 256. We empirically set λS , λA, and λC
to 1. For the optimizer of our model, we set the momentum and
learning rate to be 0.9 and 0.0005, and we use a weight β = 0.02
for L2 regularization. The batch size n is set to 128 in the
experiments. The temperature τ for contrastive learning is set to
0.1 for BIWI, IAS-Lab, KS20 datasets and 0.5 for KGBD dataset.
For more implementation details, our codes are also available at
https://github.com/Kali-Hac/Locality-Awareness-SGE.
4.3 Evaluation Metrics
Person Re-ID is typically evaluated in a multi-shot manner, and the
sequence label can be produced by either predictions of multiple
frames or a sequence-level representation. In this work, we report
the performance of both strategies (see Table 2 and Table 5): (1)
(SC) Using sequence-level CAGEs for person Re-ID. (2) (AP)
Averaging the prediction of each skeleton-level CAGE in a skele-
ton sequence to be the final sequence-level prediction for person
Re-ID. We compute Rank-1 accuracy and nAUC (area under the
cumulative matching curve (CMC) normalized by the number of
ranks [61]) to quantify multi-shot person Re-ID performance.
4.4 Performance Comparison
In this section, we conduct an comprehensive comparison with
existing skeleton based person Re-ID methods (Id = 11-16) in the
literature. In the meantime, we also include classic depth-based
methods (Id = 1-4) and representative multi-modal methods (Id =
5-10) as a reference. The results are reported as follows.
4.4.1 Comparison with Skeleton-based Methods
As shown by Table 2, our approach enjoys obvious advantages
over existing skeleton-based methods in terms of both Re-ID
performance metrics: First, our approach evidently outperforms
those methods that rely on manually-designed geometric or an-
thropometric skeleton descriptors (Id = 11-13). For example, D13
(Id = 12) and recent D16 (Id = 13) are two most representative
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Comparison with existing skeleton-based methods (11-16). Depth-based methods (1-4) and multi-modal methods (5-10) are also included as a
reference. Bold numbers refer to the best performers among skeleton-based methods. “—” indicates no published result. “Rev. Rec. ” (17) denotes
using CAGES learned by the proposed reverse reconstruction, and “Rev. Rec. Plus” (18) represents the proposed enhanced model that
concatenates CAGEs learned from three pretext tasks for person Re-ID. Best results using average prediction (AP) are reported in 17-18.
Rank-1 (%) nAUC
Id Methods BIWI IAS-A IAS-B KS20 KGBD BIWI IAS-A IAS-B KS20 KGBD
Depth-Based
Methods
1 Gait Energy Image [20] 21.4 25.6 15.9 — — 73.2 72.1 66.0 — —
2 Gait Energy Volume [21] 25.7 20.4 13.7 — — 83.2 66.2 64.8 — —
3 3D LSTM [32] 27.0 31.0 33.8 — — 83.3 77.6 78.0 — —
4 3D CNN + Average Pooling [59] 27.8 33.4 39.1 — — 84.0 81.4 82.8 — —
Multi-Modal
Methods
5 PCM + Skeleton [38] 42.9 27.3 81.8 — — — — — — —
6 Size-Shape decriptors + SVM [41] 20.5 — — — — — — — — —
7 Size-Shape decriptors + LDA [41] 22.1 — — — — — — — — —
8 DVCov + SKL [42] 21.4 46.6 45.9 — — — — — — —
9 ED + SKL [42] 30.0 52.3 63.3 — — — — — — —
10 CNN-LSTM with RTA [43] 50.0 — — — — — — — — —
Skeleton-Based
Methods
11 D13 descriptors + SVM [36] 17.9 — — — — — — — — —
12 D13 descriptors + KNN [36] 39.3 33.8 40.5 58.3 46.9 64.3 63.6 71.1 78.0 90.0
13 D16 descriptors + Adaboost [37] 41.8 27.4 39.2 59.8 69.9 74.1 65.5 78.2 78.8 90.6
14 Single-layer LSTM [32] 15.8 20.0 19.1 80.9 39.8 65.8 65.9 68.4 92.3 87.2
15 Multi-layer LSTM [60] 36.1 34.4 30.9 81.6 46.2 75.6 72.1 71.9 94.2 89.8
16 PoseGait [14] 33.3 41.4 37.1 70.5 90.6 81.8 79.9 74.8 94.0 97.8
17 Ours (Rev. Rec. ) 62.9 60.1 62.5 86.9 86.9 86.8 82.9 86.9 94.9 97.1
18 Ours (Rev. Rec. Plus) 63.3 59.1 62.2 92.0 90.6 88.3 81.5 86.2 94.9 98.1
TABLE 3
Re-ID performance comparison on cross-view splits (CVS) of KS20
dataset. 0◦, 30◦, 90◦, 130◦, and 180◦ represent different viewpoints.
Methods 0◦ 30◦ 90◦ 130◦ 180◦
Rank-1
PoseGait 24.6 19.1 29.7 27.3 25.0
Ours (Rev. Rec.) 44.4 54.9 55.0 41.9 53.4
Ours (Rev. Rec. Plus) 48.8 53.6 54.9 44.5 57.5
nAUC
PoseGait 81.2 75.4 81.0 79.6 85.1
Ours (Rev. Rec.) 84.8 89.1 87.8 83.3 89.3
Ours (Rev. Rec. Plus) 86.5 87.1 84.8 83.8 91.8
hand-crafted feature based methods, and our model outperforms
both of them by a large margin (20.7%-43.7% Rank-1 accuracy
and 7.5%-24.0% nAUC on different datasets). Second, our ap-
proach is also superior to recent skeleton based methods that
utilize deep neural networks (Id = 14-16) on all datasets by
up to 50.8% Rank-1 accuracy and 22.5% nAUC improvement.
Although the latest PoseGait can achieve comparable performance
to our approach on the KGBD dataset, it still requires extracting 81
hand-crafted features for CNN learning. Besides, labeled skeleton
data are indispensable for the gait encoding stage of existing deep
learning based methods, while our approach can learn better gait
representations by simply exploiting unlabeled 3D skeleton data.
Besides, we also evaluate the cross-view Re-ID performance
of our approach on the KS20 dataset using multi-view 3D skeleton
data provided by this dataset. We compare its performance with
the latest PoseGait [14] approach, which specially considers the
multi-view scenario and achieves the best overall performance
among existing skeleton based methods. The results are displayed
in Table 3 and highlight the following conclusions: Our approach
consistently outperforms PoseGait by a considerable margin (up to
35.8% Rank-1 accuracy and 13.7% nAUC) under all viewpoints.
In the meantime, it can stably achieve comparatively satisfactory
performance under different viewpoints, which validates the ro-
bustness of our approach against viewpoint variations.
4.4.2 Comparison with Depth-based Methods and Multi-
modal Methods
Despite that our approach only takes 3D skeleton data as inputs,
our approach consistently outperforms baselines of classic depth-
based methods (Id = 1-4) by at least 23.4% Rank-1 and 1.5%
nAUC gain. Considering the fact that 3D skeletons are of much
smaller data size than depth image data, our approach is both
effective and efficient. As to the comparison with recent methods
that exploit multi-modal inputs (Id = 5-10), the performance of
our approach is still highly competitive: Although in few cases
multi-modal methods perform better on IAS-B, our skeleton based
method achieves the best Rank-1 accuracy on BIWI and IAS-
A. Interestingly, we note that the multi-modal approach that uses
both point cloud matching (PCM) and skeletons yields the best
accuray on IAS-B, but it performs markedly worse on datasets that
undergo more frequent shape and appearance changes (IAS-A and
BIWI). By contrast, our approach consistently achieves stable and
satisfactory performance on each dataset. Thus, with 3D skeleton
data as the sole input, our approach can be a promising solution to
person Re-ID and other potential skeleton-related tasks.
5 FURTHER ANALYSIS
5.1 Ablation Studies
In this section, we carry out ablation studies to verify the necessity
of each model component in the proposed approach. As shown
in Table 4, we can arrive at the following conclusions: (1)
The proposed encoder-decoder architecture (GE-GD) performs re-
markably better than the supervised learning paradigm, which uses
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TABLE 4
Ablation study of our model. “X” indicates that the corresponding model component is used: GE, GD, reverse skeleton reconstruction (Rev. Rec.),
locality-aware attention alignment scores (LAS). “AGEs” indicates using AGEs (vt) rather than encoded gait states of GE’s LSTM ht to perform
person Re-ID task, and “LCL+CAGEs” (vt) represents exploiting CAGEs learned by the LCL scheme for person Re-ID.
Model Configuration BIWI IAS-A IAS-B KS20
GE GD Rev. Rec. LAS AGEs LCL+CAGEs Rank-1 nAUC Rank-1 nAUC Rank-1 nAUC Rank-1 nAUC
X 36.1 75.6 34.4 72.1 30.9 71.9 80.9 92.3
X X 41.5 80.1 48.1 77.5 48.4 76.2 83.3 92.2
X X X 46.7 81.5 50.9 78.3 52.9 80.3 84.5 94.2
X X X X 57.7 85.8 55.4 81.6 57.4 83.6 85.7 94.1
X X X X 57.2 85.7 55.6 80.7 57.0 84.8 86.5 94.7
X X X X X 59.1 86.5 56.1 80.7 58.2 85.3 86.7 93.2
X X X X 59.7 86.6 57.9 82.7 60.9 84.3 85.9 94.7
X X X X X 62.9 86.8 60.1 82.9 62.5 86.2 86.9 95.7
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Fig. 7. Rank-1 accuracy on different datasets when using no attention, BAS, MBAS or LAS for model learning. f denotes the sequence length.
GE only to perform person Re-ID directly (up to 17.5% Rank-
1 accuracy and 5.4% nAUC gain). Such results demonstrate the
effectiveness of our self-supervised gait encoding model, which
leverages an encoder-decoder architecture and skeleton sequence
reconstruction mechanism. (2) Using reverse reconstruction (“Rev.
Rec.” in Table 4) typically produces evident performance gain (up
to 5.2% Rank-1 accuracy and 4.1% nAUC) when compared with
those configurations without reverse reconstruction. Such results
justify reverse reconstruction as an effective pretext task for gait
encoding, as it enables the model to learn more discriminative gait
features for person Re-ID. (3) Adding the proposed locality-aware
attention mechanism (“LAS”) is able to improve the performance
remarkably by up to 11.0% Rank-1 accuracy and 4.3% nAUC.
This observation is consistent with our previous analysis that LAS
facilitates reverse reconstruction and contributes to person Re-ID
performance. We will compare different attention mechanisms in
the next section as well. (4) The proposed context vector based
gait representations, CAGEs and AGEs, are both able to achieve
superior performance to frequently-used features (ht). When it
comes to the comparison between AGEs and CAGEs, using
CAGEs learned by the LCL scheme consistently outperforms
AGEs with a 0.2%-4.3% Rank-1 accuracy and 0.3%-2.5% nAUC
gain on different datasets, which demonstrates the advantage to
incorporate inter-sequence locality by the proposed LCL scheme.
5.2 Discussions
5.2.1 Different Pretext Tasks
In this section, we systematically explore the influence of pretext
tasks on self-supervised learning in Table 5. First, we evaluate the
Re-ID performance of different pretext tasks (Prediction, Sorting,
and Rev. Rec.) under two Re-ID strategies (average prediction
(AP) and sequence-level concatenation (SC)) on different datasets.
Note that we apply the basic attention mechanism to prediction
and sorting, because they cannot exploit intra-sequence locality
and using locality-aware attention actually does not improve their
performance. Then, we also compare their performance with the
proposed enhanced configuration Rev. Rec. Plus (introduced in
Sec. 3.1.2). The results are exhibited in Table 5, and we draw the
following conclusions: (1) When a single pretext task is used for
self-supervised learning, reverse reconstruction typically performs
comparably or superior to other pretext tasks in terms of both AP
and SC. This is due to the fact that reverse reconstruction utilizes
the skeleton order information embedded in inputs, which enables
the exploitation of the intra-sequence locality during training. Such
results also justify the center role of reverse reconstruction in self-
supervised learning. (2) The enhanced configuration Rev. Rec.
Plus, which combines CAGEs learned from all three pretext tasks,
is able to achieve higher Re-ID performance than using Rev. Rec.
alone on three out of four datasets (BIWI, KS20, KGBD). Such
observations reveal the potential to extract richer gait features for
performance improvement through introducing more pretext tasks
into self-supervised learning. Nevertheless, Rev. Rec. Plus requires
learning three different pretext tasks, and suffers from higher
computational cost and feature dimension. By contrast, reverse
reconstruction usually obtains similarly competitive performance
with much less training cost and simpler gait representations.
Hence, we recommend to use reverse reconstruction as the primary
pretext task, and our later analysis is also performed based on this
pretext task. (3) As shown in Table 5, using AP almost constantly
achieves better Re-ID performance. The reason is that AP is able to
reduce the influence of noisy frames that give wrong predictions,
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TABLE 5
Performance comparison of different pretext tasks and the proposed
enhanced approach under two Re-ID manners (“AP”: Average
prediction. “SC”: Sequence-level concatenation). Bold numbers refer to
the best Rank-1 accuracy and nAUC among different configurations.
Rank-1 nAUC
Dataset Pretext Task AP SC AP SC
BIWI
Prediction 40.4 32.0 82.0 79.7
Sorting 55.7 43.4 71.4 85.5
Rev. Rec. 62.9 51.3 86.8 84.1
Rev. Rec. Plus 63.3 53.7 88.3 87.1
IAS-A
Prediction 56.7 54.6 82.3 72.9
Sorting 56.8 51.9 82.9 78.9
Rev. Rec. 60.1 55.0 82.9 81.1
Rev. Rec. Plus 59.1 53.0 81.5 79.3
IAS-B
Prediction 58.5 55.8 84.6 76.0
Sorting 54.1 49.5 83.6 78.5
Rev. Rec. 62.5 53.5 86.9 85.6
Rev. Rec. Plus 62.2 57.6 86.2 85.2
KS20
Prediction 81.6 74.0 77.5 89.9
Sorting 83.5 78.1 90.6 91.7
Rev. Rec. 86.9 84.1 94.9 85.7
Rev. Rec. Plus 92.0 89.4 94.9 89.5
KGBD
Prediction 85.5 85.1 96.5 97.9
Sorting 85.4 84.2 97.4 98.0
Rev. Rec. 86.9 84.1 97.1 97.4
Rev. Rec. Plus 90.6 88.3 98.1 98.0
so it can encourage better sequence-level predictions.
5.2.2 Different Attention Mechanisms
In order to show the effects of attention mechanisms, we evaluate
the person Re-ID performance of our approach under four different
cases (no attention, BAS, MBAS, or LAS). To provide a more
comprehensive evaluation, we also evaluate attention mechanisms
with different sequence lengths. By results reported in Fig. 7,
we can draw the following conclusions: (1) The application of
attention mechanisms (BAS, MBAS, LAS) can improve the model
performance by 1.0%-7.2% Rank-1 accuracy when compared
with the case without attention mechanism. This is because the
attention mechanisms can help the model focus on more correla-
tive skeletons, thus leading to better sequence reconstruction and
more effective gait representations for person Re-ID. (2) Among
different attention mechanisms, the proposed locality-aware atten-
tion mechanism (LAS) is the best performer, which surpasses BAS
and MBAS by up to 7.9% Rank-1 accuracy on different datasets.
These results justify our claim that intra-sequence locality enables
better gait representation learning for person Re-ID.
5.2.3 Different Contrasting Intervals
In this section, we discuss the performance of our approach under
different contrasting intervals. To be more specific, here we not
only contrast adjacent skeleton sequences (Interval=1) by the
proposed LCL scheme, but also exploit those non-adjacent skele-
ton sequences (Interval>1) for contrastive learning. As shown in
Table 6, when compared with other contrasting interval settings,
using adjacent sequences to perform LCL scheme constantly
achieves the best Rank-1 accuracy as well as nAUC on all datasets.
The comparison validates that adjacent skeleton sequences in a
local temporal context enjoy higher correlations. In other words,
such results justify our motivation to integrate the inter-sequence
locality, which can be effectively learned by our LCL scheme, so
as to enhance the gait encoding process for person Re-ID.
5.2.4 Temperature Setting for LCL Scheme
When the proposed LCL scheme is applied, we need to determine
the value of temperature τ . In this section, we evaluate the
performance of our approach when different values are set to
the temperature τ of LCL scheme. As shown in Table 7, we
observe that the performance of our model typically enjoys a stable
performance when the value of τ is varied, and no drastic change
is observed. The results suggest that out LCL scheme is actually
insensitive to τ , so we simply set τ empirically in our experiments.
5.3 Transferability of Gait Encoding Model
Interestingly, we discover that the gait encoding model learned on
one dataset can be readily transferred to other datasets. Specif-
ically, we use the gait encoding model pre-trained on training
sets (“source datasets”) of KGBD, BIWI or IAS-Lab to directly
encode 3D skeleton data from other datasets (“target datasets”)
into CAGEs, which are then trained by the recognition network
fRN to perform person Re-ID. We compare their Re-ID per-
formance with the gait encoding model trained on their original
training sets: As shown by Fig. 8, the transferred gait encoding
models (i.e., trained on a different source dataset) are also able
to achieve highly competitive performance when compared with
existing methods, despite that the original model is still the best
performer. Such transferability enables the pre-trained model to
extract discriminative gait features from unseen skeleton data
of a new dataset, which demonstrates that our approach indeed
captures transferable high-level semantics of 3D skeleton data.
6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a generic self-supervised approach with
locality-awareness to learn effective gait representations for person
Re-ID. We introduce self-supervision by learning reverse skeleton
sequence reconstruction as a primary pretext task, which enables
our model to learn high-level semantics and discriminative gait
features with unlabeled skeleton data. Other potential pretext tasks
like sorting and prediction are also explored and synthesized into
the self-supervised learning. To facilitate skeleton reconstruction
and gait representation learning, a novel locality-aware attention
mechanism and locality-aware contrastive learning scheme are
proposed to incorporate the intra-sequence and inter-sequence
locality into gait encoding process. Last, we propose to construct
the final gait representations (CAGEs) for person Re-ID with
learned context vectors. Our approach significantly outperforms
existing skeleton-based Re-ID methods, and its performance is
comparable or superior to depth-based and multi-modal methods.
Our approach showcases the effectiveness of self-supervised
gait encoding on the person Re-ID task, and potential directions
for improvement could be exploring more efficient pretext tasks
(e.g., frame interpolation, skeleton video generation) and encoders
(e.g., graph convolutional network (GCN)) to improve the caption
of motion semantics for better gait encoding. Fine-grained spatial-
temporal attention mechanisms could also be designed to extract
those crucial motion patterns for person Re-ID, and more effective
skeleton augmentation strategies could be considered to enhance
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TABLE 6
Performance of our approach when setting different contrasting intervals for learning (“Interval=1” indicates contrasting adjacent sequences).
Rank-1 nAUC
Interval BIWI IAS-A IAS-B KS20 KGBD BIWI IAS-A IAS-B KS20 KGBD
1 62.9 60.1 62.5 86.9 86.9 86.8 82.9 86.9 94.9 97.1
2 61.1 57.9 61.4 86.5 86.4 86.5 82.5 84.8 94.4 96.8
3 61.9 59.4 58.1 86.1 86.7 86.0 82.3 84.8 94.1 96.8
4 60.8 59.2 58.9 85.9 86.5 86.7 82.4 82.7 94.9 96.7
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Fig. 8. Rank-1 accuracy and nAUC comparison between the original model and the transferred model on different datasets. Note that the abscissa
and ordinate denote target datasets and source datasets (for training gait encoding models) respectively.
TABLE 7
Performance of our approach when setting different temperatures (τ = 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 0.8, 1) for the LCL scheme on different datasets.
Rank-1 nAUC
τ BIWI IAS-A IAS-B KS20 KGBD BIWI IAS-A IAS-B KS20 KGBD
1 60.6 58.6 59.7 85.9 86.8 85.3 81.3 84.5 94.5 97.1
0.8 61.2 59.3 60.2 86.3 86.6 85.6 82.3 85.2 95.0 97.0
0.5 61.1 58.5 61.5 86.3 86.9 86.8 82.0 85.8 95.0 97.1
0.1 62.9 60.1 62.5 86.9 86.8 86.8 82.9 86.9 94.9 96.6
0.05 62.6 59.0 61.9 86.7 86.6 86.3 83.0 86.4 95.2 96.8
the contrastive learning. Finally, our model could be extended to
more skeleton-related tasks, and we can readily expect it to be
transferred to multi-modal learning for other pivotal vision tasks.
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